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Abstract:
In the past, radical innovation changed the way we live our daily lives without causing a change
in fundamental human behaviour. Our “social suite” of behaviours - something that has evolved
within us over centuries had mostly remained consistent in the early days of this innovation.
Today, modern technology has slipped into our lives without any friction. Products are now
designed to blend in with our homes, so well that we almost forget they’re there. And this has
caused a concerning change in human behaviour - to the extent that people now think of
computer behaviours as analogous to human behaviours. Most of us don’t even realize that we’re
talking to a robot when we as Alexa for a recipe or tell Siri to sing Happy Birthday. This
phenomenon, termed as the Eliza Effect has been in existence since the 1960’s but has had
alarming implications in recent years.

Children as young as the age of two now have access to smart devices, and adults are
overwhelmingly surrounded by them too - from chatbots to virtual assistant devices. This is
causing us to slowly lose touch with our self-awareness, mindfulness and qualities of altruism,
friendship and love. My thesis explores interactive methods to help humans understand and
become aware of the Eliza Effect. It will provide ways for them to take action and regulate the
change in behaviour caused by these devices through simple mindfulness tasks.
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Critical Analysis and Summary:
Today, more people believe that computer behaviours are analogous to human behaviours. This
phenomenon, termed as the Eliza Effect has altered our capacities for altruism, friendship and
love. With the rise of ‘smart’ devices like automated chatbots, Amazon Echo, Google Home, Siri
etc. the lines between human conversations and artificial conversations has blurred our
understanding of social cues, behaviour patterns and response expectations.

In an article for The Atlantic1, Nicholas Christakis talks about a Yale experiment wherein bots
were made to pose as humans in a donation-based game. The bots were supposed to act as
“selfish” beings and this in turn reduced the cooperation among the human participants because
they thought of the bot as being human and thereby expected it to be moral. NPR and Edison
Research’s Smart Audio Report2 shows that smart speakers have been embraced equally by
Americans of all ages and in total account for 43 million people. The report also mentioned that
48%3 of the adopters use the device more often after the first month of ownership. Today,
devices are being introduced in children’s lives as young as the age of two and in 2020, device
usage times increased by large numbers, because of the pandemic and having to stay indoors.
The goal of this thesis is to find an interactive, actionable method to monitor device usage and
prompt users to make a change to counteract the Eliza Effect while also providing context for
those prompts.

With such a large chunk of the population prone to being influenced by the Eliza Effect, its no
surprise that there are products in the market to divert our attention from devices - from wearable
bracelets and action cards to mobile apps and mindfulness journals. A quick competitor study
revealed that most of these products are surface-level solutions and lack the flexibility and
context that humans need to make any real change. In ideating various methods for interaction
and understanding, some initial ideas for this project included an interactive awareness campaign
and a mindfulness ATM with action cards. However, these solutions weren’t Covid friendly.

For this project, I have built a two tier, closed-loop system of change making through the
combined use of a light and a journal. Journals are a great way to provide actionable prompts that
included context, all while being Covid friendly. A deeper dive into mindfulness journals
revealed certain gaps in the market that became the focus of this project which included - lack of
personalisation, pre-determined paths and pace, lack of context and an open-ended user
experience loop. In order to address these concerns, this project makes use of a classical
conditioning inspired mindfulness action loop.
Classical conditioning has long been used to train the mind to overcome phobias, PTSD, and
even drug dependency.4 Studies show that it can also be used to form good habits.5
By using a neutral stimulus to perform an actions, over time that action becomes a habit. In this
project, the neutral stimulus is in the form of a light that tracks your device usage data and
provides a visual cue by turning red when you overuse your devices. This is where the journal
steps in and acts as an actionable, tangible method to refocus our attention through mindful
action prompts that can be recorded, revisited and reflected upon. The prompts cover a diverse
set of mindful behaviours and are accompanied by a context glossary that explains how each
prompt works. The combination of the light with the journal creates a two-level method of habit
creation that is cyclical in nature and therefore closes the user-experience loop.
The journal’s unique design also addresses the market gaps mentioned through its binder style
format that allows you to pick your own prompt pages and set your own pace. The minimal
design of the pages leaves room for personalisation too. Together, this solution helps the user
notice their increasing usage of devices and counteract that use through mindful actions that
increase their self-awareness.

Although the Eliza Effect has been in existence since the 1960’s an active conscious effort in
using this solution can change the extent of its influence on our behaviour. Understanding
ourselves better will in turn help us understand other people better and bring clarity to the subtle
differences between something impersonating a human being and a real human being.
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